Quantum Circuits for Dynamic Runtime Assertions in Quantum Computation

Abstract

In this paper, we propose quantum circuits for runtime assertions, which can be used for both software debugging and error detection. Runtime assertion is challenging in quantum computing for two key reasons. First, a quantum bit (qubit) cannot be copied, which is known as the non-cloning theorem. Second, when a qubit is measured, its superposition state collapses into a classical state, losing the inherent parallel information. In this paper, we overcome these challenges with runtime computation through ancilla qubits, which are used to indirectly collect the information of the qubits of interest. We design quantum circuits to assert classical states, entanglement, and superposition states. Our experimental results show that they are effective in debugging as well as improving the success rate for various quantum algorithms on IBM Q quantum computers.

1. Introduction

Quantum computing features unique advantages over classical computing and recent advances in quantum computer hardware raise high hopes to realize the remarkable potential of quantum computing. However, there are important hurdles to overcome to make quantum computing mainstream. The first is the difficulty of developing and debugging quantum programs. The second is that the quantum computers are highly susceptible to errors and quantum error correction incurs very high overhead. To tackle the first problem, prior work by Huang et al. [13] shows that many bugs in quantum programs can be detected using assertions. Assertions, especially dynamic ones, during quantum program execution are challenging for two key reasons. The first is the non-cloning theorem, which means that it is impossible to copy a quantum bit (qubit) with an arbitrary state. The second is that any measurement on a qubit in a superposition state will project it into a classical state. As a result, in a recent work by Huang et al. [14], statistical assertions, meaning statistical analysis on multiple measurement results, are proposed to debug quantum programs. The key limitation of this approach is that each measurement stops the program execution and the assertions cannot be enabled when the actual computation results are to be measured.

In this paper, we propose quantum circuits to overcome this limitation and to enable dynamic assertions for quantum programs. We also propose to leverage assertion for opportunistic error detection such that we can increase the success rate of the quantum computer without error correction. Our proposed quantum circuits for dynamic assertions are inspired from quantum error correction and nondestructive discrimination. As qubits cannot be copied and cannot be measured directly, our approach for dynamic assertions is to indirectly verify the desired condition to be checked. In comparison, quantum error correction shares the same constraints and the various previously proposed quantum error correction codes [10][20] introduce ancilla qubits and encode the information of the qubits to be protected in the ancilla qubits, which are checked and used to correct the qubits if they are corrupted. Similarly, we also introduce ancilla qubits for assertions but the difference is that we only need to check for assertions and our proposed quantum circuits for assertions are much simpler than those for error correction, which incurs very high overhead in the number of ancilla qubits and the associated quantum circuits. Nondestructive discrimination (NDD) is mainly used in secure quantum communication. Many NDD protocols [12, 11, 15] have been proposed to discriminate entangled states such as Bell states in quantum information processing. We can leverage these NDD protocols to assert the target quantum states without disturbing the qubits under test. Our proposed quantum circuits are also simpler than the NDD protocols as we do not need to discriminate all the entangled states.

According to the previous work by Huang et al. [14], three types of possible assertions are essential for debugging quantum programs: classical assertions, superposition assertions, and entanglement assertions. Classical assertions check quantum variables with classical values to see whether they match the desired ones; superposition assertions check whether a quantum variable is in a desired superposition state; and entanglement assertions check whether the entangled quantum variables exhibit the desired correlation. In this paper, we propose circuits for these three types of assertions. In addition, we also enable assertion for phase checking in superposition, which can not be asserted by the statistical approach. Besides debugging, we show how these assertion circuits can be used to improve success rate via post measurement selection, meaning that we ignore the measurement results which fail the assertion checks. In our evaluation, we perform experiments on an actual quantum computer, IBM Q, to show the effectiveness of our proposed schemes.

The key novelty of this work is (a) quantum circuits for dynamic assertions, which are used as primitives for quantum program debugging, (b) the use of the circuits for opportunistic error detection so as to improve success rates on noisy
intermediate scale quantum (NISQ) systems, (c) an analysis of the impact from our proposed assertion circuits on the circuits under test, and (d) a detailed evaluation on a variety of quantum algorithms.

2. Background and Related Work

Qubits are the foundation of quantum computing. Executing a quantum program means performing a sequence of operations upon the qubits. A qubit can be in a classical state, i.e., the |0⟩ state or |1⟩ state, which can be viewed as the classical 0 or 1 states. Besides classical states, a qubit can be in a superposition state, which is a linear combination of classical states, i.e., |Ψ⟩ = a|0⟩ + b|1⟩ where a and b are complex numbers and |a|^2 + |b|^2 = 1. When a qubit in the superposition state is measured, the superposition state is projected into a classical state with the probability of |a|^2 being state |0⟩ and |b|^2 being state |1⟩. Superposition states are the reason for quantum parallelism, as n qubits can be in a mixture of 2^n states while in classical computing an n-bit variable takes one of the 2^n states at a time.

The state of multiple qubits can be described as the tensor product between the individual qubit state vectors. For example, the state of the two qubit, |Ψ⟩ = a|0⟩ + b|1⟩ and |δ⟩ = c|0⟩ + d|1⟩, can be described as |Ψ⟩ ⊗ |δ⟩ = ac|00⟩ + ad|01⟩ + bc|10⟩ + bd|11⟩, where |00⟩ is |0⟩ ⊗ |0⟩, |01⟩ is |0⟩ ⊗ |1⟩, etc. Two or more qubits can be entangled, meaning that their measurements results will be correlated and their state cannot be expressed as the tensor product of individual qubits. One implication is that among the entangled qubits, if one of them is measured (i.e., projected to a classical state), the rest will also collapse into a compatible state, losing some or all of their superposition states.

A quantum program is a sequence of quantum operations (gates) performed upon a collection of qubits. There are single-qubit gates such as Hadamard (H) gate, phase (S) gate, and the Pauli gates (X, Y, and Z), and multi-qubit gates such as controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate. Barenco et al. [3] has proved that single-qubit gates and CNOT gates are universal for quantum computation. As we mainly use H gates and CNOT gates in this paper, we present their logic relationship in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Logic functions of the Hadamard gate and CNOT gate.](image)

Both superposition and entanglement are used extensively in quantum programs, and they are the fundamental reason for the computational advantage of quantum computing over classical computing. However, they do not have correspondence in classical computing, which makes them hard to reason about. The development of quantum programs remains a difficult task and debugging them is also very challenging. In the prior work, Huang et al.[14] analyzed a set of quantum programs and identified that the three following types of assertions are needed in quantum programs: assertions for classical values, assertions for superposition states, and assertions for entangled states. They proposed a statistical approach to realize these assertions by measuring the qubits many times. The limitation is that each measurement collapses the superposition state and projects the entangled qubits. As a result, such measurements stop the execution of the quantum program. When the execution is performed and the results are measured, such intermediate assertions could not be enforced. Another limitation of this statistical approach is that it depends on measurement results, which cannot reveal the phase information of qubits.

Nondestructive discrimination (NDD) plays an important role in a number of quantum computational protocols such as entanglement concentration protocols [2] and secret quantum conversation [15]. It is used to discriminate entangled states without destroying the information. Gupta et al. [12] proposed nondestructive measurement scheme for Bell states. Mitali et al. [25] experimentally realised Gupta et al.’s scheme on a 5-qubit quantum computer. Manu et al. [18] describes an algorithm for arbitrary set of orthogonal quantum states nondestructive discrimination based on phase estimation. Satyajit et al. [23] defined a new set of highly entangled orthogonal states as Z-states and demonstrate their discrimination using IBM’s 5-qubit quantum processor. Our dynamic assertion circuits are related to NDD as our circuits also nondestructively measure the qubits under test. The difference lies in what information we assert, which determines the complexity of the quantum circuit, and how we use them for. In a sense, we propose to repurpose NDD for program debugging and error detection, although our proposed circuit is not entirely (usually simpler than) the same as the NDD circuits.

3. Quantum Circuits for Dynamic Assertions

Our key approach to enable dynamic assertion is to introduce additional quantum bits, aka ancilla qubits, to get information about the qubits under test, and to measure the ancilla qubits rather than directly measuring the qubits under test. This way, we do not need to disrupt the program execution when the assertion is checked. However, care needs to be taken to ensure that measuring the ancilla qubits will not affect the original quantum circuit. Next, we describe our proposed circuits for each type of assertion. For all the circuits, a measurement of the ancilla qubit being |1⟩ means an assertion error. This rule is helpful as it alleviates the decoherence error in assertion circuit.
3.1. Dynamic Assertion for Classical Values

To ensure that the qubits are initialized to the correct values or some intermediate classical results should satisfy some conditions such as \(|\Psi| == |0\rangle\), we can resort to assertions for classical values. We propose to introduce one ancilla qubit and a CNOT gate to achieve classical-value assertion for one qubit, as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, the qubit \(|\Psi|\) is to be checked for \(|\Psi| == |0\rangle\). The ancilla qubit is initialized to \(|0\rangle\) and measured after the CNOT gate. If we initialize the ancilla qubit to be \(|1\rangle\), the same circuit asserts \(|\Psi| == |1\rangle\).

![Figure 2: Circuit for asserting classical values (|\Psi| == |0\rangle).](image)

**Proof.** In Figure 2, the state \(|\Psi_1| = |\Psi| \otimes |0\rangle\).

The state after the CNOT gate \(|\Psi_2| = |\Psi| \otimes (|\Psi| + |0\rangle) = |\Psi| \otimes |\Psi|\).

If \(|\Psi|\) is in a classical state, either \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\), then \(|\Psi_1|\) is either \(|00\rangle\) or \(|10\rangle\) and \(|\Psi_2|\) is either \(|00\rangle\) or \(|11\rangle\), correspondingly. As a result, when the ancilla qubit is measured, if it is \(|0\rangle\), it means that \(|\Psi|\) must be \(|0\rangle\); if it is \(|1\rangle\), \(|\Psi|\) must be \(|1\rangle\), i.e., an assertion error.

If the qubit \(|\Psi|\) is in a superposition state due to a bug or a runtime error, \(|\Psi_1| = a|0\rangle + b|1\rangle\). \(|\Psi_1|\) is \(a|00\rangle + b|10\rangle\) and \(|\Psi_2|\) becomes \(a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\), which is an entangled state. Due to such entanglement, after the measurement of the ancilla qubit, if the measurement result is \(|0\rangle\) (i.e., no assertion error), the qubit under test will be projected into the classical state \(|0\rangle\), i.e., \(|\Psi| = |0\rangle\). If the measurement result is \(|1\rangle\) (i.e., an assertion error), it is projected into the classical state \(|1\rangle\). It means that when we perform an assertion check (\(|\Psi| == |0\rangle\)), if there is no assertion error, the proposed circuit may have automatically corrected the qubit if it is in a superposition state. If it cannot correct the qubit into the expected classical state, the assertion error occurs.

Since the probability of the measurement result being \(|0\rangle\) and \(|1\rangle\) is \(a^2\) and \(b^2\), respectively, the probability distribution of assertion errors over repeated runs can be used to estimate \(a\) and \(b\), if needed.

3.2. Dynamic Assertion for Entanglement

To assert that two or more qubits are in the entangled state of \(a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\) or \(a|01\rangle + b|10\rangle\), we propose to leverage parity computation. Figure 3 shows the proposed circuit for computing the parity of two qubits. If checking whether the two qubits are entangled in the state of \(a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\), the ancilla qubit is initialized to \(|0\rangle\). If asserting that the two qubits are in the state of \(a|01\rangle + b|10\rangle\), the ancilla should be initialized to \(|1\rangle\).

![Figure 3: Circuit for asserting entanglement.](image)

**Proof.** In Figure 3, if the input qubits are in the state of \(a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\), i.e., \(|\Psi| = a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\).

Then, the state \(|\Psi_1| = (a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle) \otimes |0\rangle = a|000\rangle + b|110\rangle\).

The state \(|\Psi_2| = (a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle) \otimes |0\rangle\), i.e., the ancilla qubit is entangled as well after the CNOT gate.

The state \(|\Psi_3| = a|000\rangle + b|110\rangle = (a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle) \otimes |0\rangle\), which means that the ancilla qubit is un-entangled from the two qubits under test and should be \(|0\rangle\). The qubits state \(|\Psi|\) is unaffected for subsequent computations.

If the input qubits are not entangled as expected, i.e., \(|\Psi| = a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\), then \(|\Psi_1| = a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle + c|10\rangle + d|01\rangle\), \(|\Psi_2| = a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle + c|01\rangle + d|01\rangle\), and \(|\Psi_3| = a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle + c|10\rangle + d|01\rangle\). When measuring the ancilla qubit, the result can be either \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\). If \(|0\rangle\), \(|\Psi_3|\) is projected to \(a'|00\rangle + b'|11\rangle = (a'|00\rangle + b'|11\rangle) \otimes |0\rangle\), i.e., the input qubits are forced into the desired entangled state. If \(|1\rangle\), \(|\Psi_3|\) is projected to \(c'|01\rangle + d'|01\rangle = (c'|10\rangle + d'|01\rangle) \otimes |1\rangle\), i.e., another entangled state, while the assertion error is reported. The probability of measurement results being \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\) can be used to compute the coefficients \(a\), \(b\), \(c\), \(d\), if needed. This parity circuit is also a subset of the circuits for Bell state NDD [11]. Note that in Figure 3, the two CNOT gates act as inverse operation to each other when the qubits under test are entangled. Therefore, to assert more than two qubits (e.g., three) are entangled, we always need an even number of CNOT gates rather than the exact number of qubits. Figure 4 illustrates the case for asserting three entangled qubits. Otherwise, the ancilla qubit would remain entangled with the qubits under test, which would alter the functionality of subsequent computations on the qubits under test.

![Figure 4: Circuit for asserting three qubits are entangled.](image)
3.3. Dynamic Assertion for Superposition

Superposition is a linear combination of classical states. In Section 3.3.1, we propose our assertion circuit for uniform superposition state. In Section 3.3.2, we introduce assertion circuits for arbitrary superposition states.

3.3.1. Dynamic Assertion for Uniform Superposition State

In quantum computing, it is a common practice to use Hadamard gates to set the input qubits in the uniform superposition state, \(|+\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} |0\rangle + \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} |1\rangle\), in order to take advantage of quantum parallelism. To assert such operations are correctly performed, we propose the circuit as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Circuit for asserting uniform superposition.](image)

**Proof.** In Figure 5, the state \(|\Psi\rangle = a|0\rangle + b|1\rangle\). If it is in the uniform superposition state, i.e., \(|\Psi\rangle = |+\rangle\) or \(a = b = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}\), the state \(|\Psi_1\rangle = (a|0\rangle + b|1\rangle) \otimes |0\rangle = a|00\rangle + b|10\rangle\), and \(|\Psi_2\rangle = a|00\rangle + b|11\rangle\).

The state \(|\Psi_3\rangle = a\frac{|00\rangle + |11\rangle}{\sqrt{2}} + b\frac{|01\rangle + |10\rangle}{\sqrt{2}}\) becomes \(|\Psi_3\rangle = \frac{1}{2}[a(|00\rangle + |01\rangle + |10\rangle + |11\rangle) + b(|00\rangle - |01\rangle - |10\rangle + |11\rangle)]\).

The state \(|\Psi_4\rangle = \frac{1}{2}[(a|00\rangle + (a - b)|01\rangle + (a + b)|10\rangle + |11\rangle)]\). Similarly, we can derive the probability of \(|\Psi_4\rangle\) is projected to: \(\frac{1}{2}[(a'|01\rangle + b')|00\rangle + (a' - b')|10\rangle] = \frac{1}{2}[(a' + b')|00\rangle + (a' + b')|10\rangle] = \frac{1}{2}|(a' + b')|00\rangle + (a' + b')|10\rangle\).

On the other hand, if the measurement result of the ancilla qubit being \(|1\rangle\), \(|\Psi_4\rangle\) is projected to: \(\frac{1}{2}[(a'|01\rangle + b'|00\rangle + (a' - b')|10\rangle] = \frac{1}{2}[(a' + b')|00\rangle + (a' - b')|10\rangle \otimes |1\rangle = |\Psi\rangle \otimes |1\rangle\).

In both cases, as the coefficients of \(|0\rangle\) and \(|1\rangle\) of \(|\Psi\rangle\) are identical and they must satisfy the unitary condition, the magnitude of the coefficient must be \(1/\sqrt{2}\). In other words, in the case of \(|\Psi\rangle \neq |+\rangle\), no matter whether the measurement result of the ancilla qubit being \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\), the qubit after the assertion circuit is forced into the superposition state, \(|\Psi\rangle\) is \(k|0\rangle + k|1\rangle\), where \(k = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}\).

As discussed earlier, the probabilities of the measurement result of the ancilla qubit being \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\) can be used to compute the magnitude of the original coefficients \(a\) and \(b\). The equal probability of the measurement result being \(|0\rangle\) or \(|1\rangle\) indicates that the qubit under test is likely in a classical state.

3.3.2. Dynamic Assertion for Arbitrary Superposition State

In quantum computing, it is also common for a qubit to stay in an arbitrary superposition state in the middle of computation. This state can be represented as a point on the Bloch sphere. Given an orthonormal basis \(|0\rangle\) and \(|1\rangle\), an arbitrary superposition state \(|\Psi\rangle\) of a qubit can be written as a superposition of the basis vectors \(|0\rangle\) and \(|1\rangle\): \(|\Psi\rangle = \cos(\frac{\theta}{2})|0\rangle + e^{i\varphi}\sin(\frac{\theta}{2})|1\rangle\). Here, we use the terms \(\theta\) and \(\varphi\) instead of coefficients \(a\) and \(b\) in the previous section. Manu and Kumar [18] described an algorithm for NDD of arbitrary orthogonal quantum states. Here, we adapt this algorithm to construct circuits for asserting the superposition state \(|\Phi\rangle = \cos(\frac{\theta}{2})|0\rangle + e^{i\varphi}\sin(\frac{\theta}{2})|1\rangle\).

![Figure 6: Circuit for asserting arbitrary superposition](image)
superposition state $|\Phi\rangle$ we want to assert.

$$U = V \times M \times V^{-1} \quad (1)$$

where $V$ is the matrix formed by column vectors, $V = [|\Phi\rangle|\Phi^\prime\rangle]$. The matrix $M$ can be either

$$M = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{or} \quad \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (2)$$

For the superposition state $|\Phi\rangle = \cos(\frac{\theta}{2})|0\rangle + e^{i\phi}\sin(\frac{\theta}{2})|1\rangle$ that we want to assert, its orthogonal state is its antipodal point on Bloch sphere: $|\Phi^\prime\rangle = \sin(\frac{\theta}{2})|0\rangle - e^{i\phi}\cos(\frac{\theta}{2})|1\rangle$. The $V$ matrix is

$$V = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\frac{\theta}{2}) & \sin(\frac{\theta}{2}) \\ e^{i\phi}\sin(\frac{\theta}{2}) & -e^{i\phi}\cos(\frac{\theta}{2}) \end{bmatrix} \quad (3)$$

and $V^{-1}$ is

$$V^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\frac{\theta}{2}) & e^{-i\phi}\sin(\frac{\theta}{2}) \\ \sin(\frac{\theta}{2}) & -e^{-i\phi}\cos(\frac{\theta}{2}) \end{bmatrix} \quad (4)$$

If we take $M = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix}$, then

$$U = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) & e^{-i\phi}\sin(\theta) \\ e^{i\phi}\sin(\theta) & -\cos(\theta) \end{bmatrix} \quad (5)$$

Proof. In Figure 6, $|\Psi\rangle = a|0\rangle + b|1\rangle$, the state $|\Psi_1\rangle = |\Psi\rangle \otimes |0\rangle$ and $|\Psi_2\rangle = |\Psi\rangle \otimes |1\rangle$.

After the controlled-$U$ gate, the state $|\Psi_3\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}[|\Psi\rangle \otimes |0\rangle + U|\Psi\rangle \otimes |1\rangle]$. If the input state $|\Psi\rangle$ is the superposition state $|\Phi\rangle$ we want to assert, it is the eigenvector of the unitary matrix $U$ and the corresponding eigenvalue is 1, $U|\Phi\rangle = |\Phi\rangle$. Therefore, $|\Psi_3\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}[|\Phi\rangle \otimes |0\rangle + |\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |1\rangle] = |\Phi\rangle \otimes |0\rangle + |\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |1\rangle$. The state $|\Psi_4\rangle = |\Phi\rangle \otimes |0\rangle$, which means that the ancilla qubit is un-entangled from the qubit under test and should be $|0\rangle$.

If the state is in the orthogonal state $|\Phi^\prime\rangle$, since its corresponding eigenvalue is -1, the state $|\Psi_3\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}[|\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |0\rangle - |\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |1\rangle] = |\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |0\rangle - |\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |1\rangle$. The state $|\Psi_4\rangle = |\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |1\rangle$, which means that the ancilla qubit is un-entangled from the qubit under test and should be $|1\rangle$.

If the state is in an arbitrary superposition state $|\Psi\rangle$ due to a bug or error. Since state $|\Phi\rangle$ and $|\Phi^\prime\rangle$ are orthogonal, they form a complete basis for arbitrary single qubit state. $|\Psi\rangle = a^\prime|\Phi\rangle + b^\prime|\Phi^\prime\rangle$ where $a^\prime$ and $b^\prime$ are complex numbers and $|a^\prime|^2 + |b^\prime|^2 = 1$. Due to the linearity of quantum mechanics, the state after assertion circuit is $|\Psi_4\rangle = a^\prime|\Phi\rangle \otimes |0\rangle + b^\prime|\Phi^\prime\rangle \otimes |1\rangle$. After the measurement of the ancilla qubit, if the measurement result is $|0\rangle$ (i.e. no assertion error), the qubit state $|\Psi\rangle$ is projected to $|\Phi\rangle$. If the measurement result is $|1\rangle$ (i.e. assertion error), the state is projected to $|\Phi^\prime\rangle$. This circuit can automatically correct the qubit state if there is no assertion error. And it will report an assertion error when the qubit state is not corrected. For the purpose of debugging, we can also estimate $a^\prime$ and $b^\prime$ based on the probability distribution of $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$.

As a special case, to assert the uniform superposition state, i.e., $\theta = \frac{\pi}{2}$ and $\phi = 0$, the $U$ gate becomes

$$U = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad (6)$$

It is actually a NOT gate, and the controlled-$U$ gate becomes a CNOT gate. The resulting assertion circuit is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7: Circuit for asserting uniform superposition](image)

Although the circuits in Figure 5 and Figure 7 both assert uniform superposition, the difference is that the circuit in Figure 5 not only asserts the qubit, it also "corrects" the qubit under test after the measurement of ancilla bit. In comparison, the circuit in Figure 7 can only detect the error but cannot correct it. However, when running on existing quantum machines, as the CNOT gate has relatively high error rate, the latter design results in lower error rates as it requires only one CNOT gate.

### 3.4. Impact of Errors in Assertion Circuits

Note that the derivations in previous sections are based on the assumption that there are no errors in the assertion circuits. This assumption is valid for quantum program debugging. On the other hand, for error detection, an error in the assertion circuits may propagate into the qubits under test due to the CNOT gates used for assertions. We use two different approaches to study this impact.

The first approach is an error model. Instead of a detailed study of quantum noise channels [17], we only consider the error probability of the gates and qubits. In this model we consider three types of errors:

1. Single qubit coherent error: The time of qubit retaining it’s information is called coherence time and the process of losing information is called decoherence process [24]. There are two kinds of coherence time $T_1$ and $T_2$. $T_1$ associates with amplitude damping channel as it denotes the process where the high-energy state $|1\rangle$ decays to the low-energy state $|0\rangle$. In amplitude damping channel, the qubit retains its state with a probability of $p_1(t) = e^{-t/T_1}$, where $t$ is the time of operation that depends on the gate time. $T_2$ associates with phase damping channel as it denotes the process of phase change. In phase damping channel, the qubit retains its state
with a probability of $p_2(t) = e^{-t/T_2}$. So the coherence error rate $\varepsilon_{\text{coherent}}$ of a quantum gate can be expressed as

$$p_1(t + \Delta t)p_2(t + \Delta t) = p_1(t)p_2(t)(1 - \varepsilon_{\text{coherent}}) \quad (7)$$

$$\varepsilon_{\text{coherent}} = 1 - e^{-\Delta t/(T_1 + 1/T_2)} \quad (8)$$

where $\Delta t$ is the gate time. In current IBM quantum computers [8], the coherent time varies from 10 to 100 micro-seconds. The gate time varies from 100 to 1000 nano-seconds.

2. Gate error: Here, we consider the depolarizing error $\varepsilon_{\text{gate}}$, which can be depicted by the randomized benchmarking [16]. Randomized benchmarking measures the average gate errors by running sequences of randomly selected Clifford gates and followed by a reverse gate that would return the qubits to the initial state. This method is useful as it measures the depolarization probability and does not rely on accurate state preparation and measurement. In current IBM quantum computers, the single qubit gate’s error rates are approximately $10^{-3}$ and two-qubit CNOT gate’s error rate is $10^{-2}$.

3. State preparation and Measurement error: State preparation error $\varepsilon_{\text{state}}$, happens when preparing the qubit. Measurement error $\varepsilon_{\text{measure}}$ happens at the measurement of the qubit. In IBM quantum computer, the measurement error is between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-2}$.

Based on the assumptions above, the success probability $P_{\text{success}}$ of a quantum circuit can be represented as:

$$P_{\text{success}} = \prod_i (1 - \varepsilon_i) \quad (9)$$

where $i$ denotes all the errors including state preparation error $\varepsilon_{\text{state}}$, gate error $\varepsilon_{\text{gate}}$, coherent error $\varepsilon_{\text{coherent}}$ and measurement error $\varepsilon_{\text{measure}}$.

As a result, for our assertion circuit, its error rate can be computed as

$$\varepsilon_{\text{assert}} = 1 - P_{\text{success}} = 1 - \prod_i (1 - \varepsilon_i) \quad (10)$$

We use our 3-qubit entanglement assertion circuit as an example to demonstrate the extra errors caused by our assertion logic. For this entanglement assertion circuit we append four CNOT gates to the circuit under test. We assume the CNOT gate time is 500ns, $T_1 = T_2 = 100\mu s$, CNOT gate error is 0.02, the error rate $\varepsilon_{\text{assert}}$ introduced by the assertion circuit is:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{assert}} = 1 - [(e^{-500 \times (10^{-5} + 10^{-5})})(1 - 0.02)]^4 = 0.087 \quad (11)$$

We can see that based on the simple error model, the extra error introduced by the assertion circuit is small. The other assertion circuits has fewer numbers of quantum gates than the 3-qubit entanglement assertion circuit, thus they should have fewer errors. In comparison, the circuit under test is expected to have many more gates and more qubits, which would have much higher error rates compared to the assertion circuits.

The second approach is based on quantum state tomography [26]. Quantum state tomography reconstructs the quantum state and provides its density matrix $\rho^E$ by performing sequences of measurements in different basis. Fidelity quantifies the difference between experimental density matrix $\rho^E$ and ideal density matrix $\rho^I$ [21], and it is defined by:

$$F(\rho^E, \rho^I) = Tr\left[\sqrt{\sqrt{\rho^I}\rho^E\sqrt{\rho^I}}\right] \quad (12)$$

Based on the prior work [7], a quantum error detection code with fidelity score higher than 80% is considered as high fidelity. Our experiments show that the fidelity of our assertion circuits well above 80% (see Section 6.1), which indicates that our assertion circuit has little impact on the circuits under test.

Another related issue to be considered is the actual CNOT gate implementation. Given the limited connectivity among qubits in quantum computers, we check to ensure that there are no additional SWAP gates being introduced as these additional gates increase the circuit depth and are susceptible to higher error rates.

4. Methodology

We implement our assertion circuits on Qiskit [1] which is an open-source framework for quantum computing. We augmented Qiskit version 0.13.0 with the function to insert assertion circuits and check ancilla bits for assertion. The adapted version of Qiskit is publicly available\(^1\). With our tool, the programmer is able to insert dynamic assertion circuits for classical, entanglement, and superposition states. It checks the ancilla bits’ results for the correctness of assertion and it can also filter out the erroneous results when running on real quantum computers. We offer three kinds of assertion functions:

- \text{classical\_assertion}(\text{circuit, qubitList, value})
- \text{entanglement\_assertion}(\text{circuit, qubitList, flag})
- \text{superposition\_assertion}(\text{circuit, qubitList, flag})

The classical\_assertion() function takes three arguments specifying the quantum circuit under test, the list of qubits for assertion, and a particular classical value to compare with for assertion.

The entanglement\_assertion(circuit, qubitList, flag) function takes three arguments specifying the quantum circuit under test, the list of qubits for assertion and the type of entanglement. The flag being 0 denotes that the circuit asserts for state in the form of $a \langle 00 \rangle + b \langle 11 \rangle$. The flag being 1 denotes that the circuit asserts for state in the form of $a \langle 01 \rangle + b \langle 10 \rangle$.

\(^1\)Hidden for double-blind review
superposition_assertion(circuit, qubitList, phaseDict, flag)

The superposition_assertion() function takes four arguments specifying the quantum circuit under test, the list of qubits for assertion, the quantum state dictionary for the qubits, and a flag. The flag being 0 denotes that the uniform entanglement assertion circuit described in Section 3.3.1 is in use. The flag being 1 denotes that the circuit in Section 3.3.2 is used.

Qiskit does not have full support for an arbitrary controlled-U gate. For the controlled-U gate discussed in Section 3.3.2, we use the two qubit KAK decomposition function [9] in Qiskit to decompose our proposed controlled-U gate into a set of single qubit and CNOT gates.

We perform our experiments for quantum program debugging on the simulator Aer from Qiskit. We also perform experiments on an IBM Q (ibmq-20-tokyo) quantum computer to check the effectiveness of using assertions to filter out erroneous results. The connectivity map of ibmq-20-tokyo quantum computer is shown in Figure 8. For each benchmark mentioned in Section 6, its comparison experiments are executed within a time window of 30 minutes to guarantee that there is not much change in the quantum computer’s environment and error characteristics.

Figure 8: Connectivity map of ibmq-20-tokyo, qubits and links with high error rate are mark as purple

Note that our proposed assertion circuit is aimed for detecting bugs/errors while the program is running. In the ideal case, when an assertion error is detected, the program should stop or restart. Due to the limitation of current systems, all the measurement are taken at the end. So these assertion qubits are used as post measurement selection on actual quantum computers.

5. Dynamic Runtime Assertion for Program Debugging

Previous research on statistical assertion [14] studies common types of bugs and proposes the statistical assertion approach for debugging. The usage of our dynamic assertion is the same as the statistical approach for debugging. Here, we use the Quantum Phase Estimation (QPE) algorithm as an example to illustrate how our proposed assertion primitives are used.

QPE is an important algorithm in quantum computing and is used as a building block in algorithms such as Shor’s factoring algorithm. It estimates the phase (eigenvalue) of a unitary operator U. Given a unitary operator U and a quantum state \( |\psi\rangle \) such that \( U|\psi\rangle = e^{i2\pi\theta} |\psi\rangle \), the algorithm estimates the value for \( \theta \). Figure 9 shows the circuit of QPE based on inverse Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT).

Figure 9: Quantum Phase Estimation circuit based on inverse QFT

Figure 10 shows the code for \( n \)-qubit QPE and we have inserted assertions at different stages. A quantum algorithm begins with initializing all the qubits to the preconditions in the initialization stage. Usually, the qubits are initialized to a classical value or a uniform superposition of values. In the quantum information process protocols, the qubits are often initialized to entanglement states such as Bell states. Our dynamic assertion can assert the preconditions for classical, superposition and entanglement states. As shown in line 17, we assert for the uniform superposition state using the "superposition_assertion()" function with the flag being 0. We also assert at line 23 the ancilla qubit which is in a non-uniform superposition state \( |\psi\rangle \). In this case, the flag is set to 1.

In QPE, after applying inverse QFT, the output states of the qubits are in classical state. We assert for the expected classical states using the "classical_assertion()" function in line 35.

Besides the desired output, we can also assert for deallocated ancilla qubits used in the algorithm. Generally speaking, the programmer would only measure the qubits that carry program output and ignore the ancilla qubits. The ancilla qubits in the algorithm should be deallocated and stay in classic or superposition state. We argue that this ancilla qubit still carries useful information that indicates whether there is a bug in the program. Line 38 shows the superposition assertion for deallocated ancilla qubit.

6. Dynamic Runtime Assertion for Improving Success Rates

In this section, we will first show the reliability of our proposed assertion circuits on real quantum computers. Then we will provide several case studies on QFT, Quantum Phase Estimation and Bernstein Vazirani benchmark to show the
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effectiveness of our approach in increasing the success rate on
the real quantum computers. In our experiment, each trial is
executed on a 20-qubit quantum computer, ibmq_20_tokyo,
for 8192 shots. We use the function from IBM Qiskit-Ignis to
calculate fidelity.

6.1. Reliability of Proposed Assertion Circuits

Because of the faulty gates in real quantum computers, an
error may occur in the assertion circuits and propagate into
the qubits under test. Also, the qubits that we add for assertion
may have measurement errors when reading out the value. It
may, for example, be the case that the results are correct, but
assertion raises an error (false positive). We need the false
positive probability as well as fidelity of the circuit to quantify
the difference between experimental output state and the ideal
output state.

Table 1 shows the results for our experiment. "Un1" stands
for the circuit for uniform superposition assertion in Figure
5. "Un2" stands for the circuit for uniform superposition
assertion in Figure 7. "Arb" is the arbitrary superposition
assertion circuit, for which \( \theta = \frac{\pi}{2} \) and \( \phi = \frac{\pi}{2} \). For these
circuits, the qubits under test are set to have no assertion error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Classical</th>
<th>Entanglement</th>
<th>Superposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>88.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Probability of false positive case and fidelity for all
assertion circuits

From the table, we can see that all the classical and super-
position assertion circuits have false positive possibility lower
than 5%. And all the assertion circuits have fidelity higher
than 80%. The entanglement assertion circuits have higher
false positive possibility as a result of more CNOT gates in the
circuit and the entanglement of multiple qubits. We can also
find that "Un2" has lower false positive probability and higher
fidelity than "Un1", which is in line with our expectation.

6.2. Quantum Fourier Transform: Asserting for Classical
and Superposition States

In this section, we use QFT (Quantum Fourier Transform) as
a case study, where the code of the QFT function is from the
IBM Qiskit-Terra[1]. We compare the 4-qubit QFT program
with and without assertion supports and add different types of
assertion supports. Our experiment shows the usefulness of
output state assertions and intermediate state assertions.

First, we evaluate the effectiveness of output state assertions.
We set the input qubits in the uniform superposition state
such that the expected output should be \(|0000\rangle\). The quantum
circuit based on code in Figure 11 is shown in Figure 12. By
inspecting the quantum circuit, we can see that, although the
circuit depth (i.e., number of gates) for the four input qubits is
the same, \(q_3\) is measured last. Therefore, rather than asserting
for \(|q_3q_2q_1q_0\rangle = |0000\rangle\), which requires four extra qubits, we
choose to add the circuitry to assert \(|q_3\rangle = |0\rangle\). We use the
function "classical_assert()" to assert \(q_3\)'s output state for a
classical value 0. The qubits for QFT are mapped to actual
qubit No.5, 6, 10 and 11 on the 20-qubit quantum computer,
and the ancilla qubit for assertion is mapped to qubit No.0.
As shown in the connectivity map, i.e., Figure 8, our classical
assertion only requires one extra CNOT gate, and no swap
gate is involved. Note that although the CNOT gate used for
assertion itself is subject to error, we expect it has much lower
error rate compared to the QFT circuit of interest due to the
disparity in circuit depth.

Figure 10: The code for n-qubit QPE and assertions.
To filter out the measurements with \( q_3 \) being measured as \( |1 \rangle \), the success rate becomes \( 5811/(5811 + 219 + 879) = 84.1\% \) (an improvement of 16.8\%) as shown in Table 3. The highlighted counts in Table 3 will be preserved, and the others will be filtered out. The impact of the errors introduced from the assertion circuit (i.e., the CNOT gate and the measurement) is small: 1.5\% false positive and 2.7\% false negative measurements, compared to the errors in the QFT circuit. We also tried with asserting \( \langle q_3q_2 \rangle = \langle 00 \rangle \) in the QFT circuit and the success rate is further increased to 86.2\%.

To improve statistical significance, we repeated the same experiment five times on different dates. The min, median, and max improvement on the success rate by asserting \( q_3 \) are 15.4\%, 19.6\%, 29.0\%, respectively.

In order to observe the effect of decoherence (in which a \( |1 \rangle \) state devolves into \( |0 \rangle \)), we change the input state to produce an expected output state as \( |1111 \rangle \). After measurement we find that the success rate of QFT without assertion drops to 49.3\% due to decoherence error, and the success rate of QFT with assertion is 60.8\% (an improvement of 23.3\%).

The measurement results are reported in Table 2 and Table 3. Without the assertion circuit (Table 2), the machine has a 72.0\%(=5900/8192) success rate for the 4-qubit QFT computation. Among the erroneous ones, 14.0\% has an error in \( q_3 \). To filter out the measurements with \( q_3 \) being measured as \( |1 \rangle \), the success rate becomes \( 5811/(5811 + 219 + 879) = 84.1\% \) (an improvement of 16.8\%) as shown in Table 3. The highlighted counts in Table 3 will be preserved, and the others will be filtered out. The impact of the errors introduced from the assertion circuit (i.e., the CNOT gate and the measurement) is small: 1.5\% false positive and 2.7\% false negative measurements, compared to the errors in the QFT circuit. We also tried with asserting \( \langle q_3q_2 \rangle = \langle 00 \rangle \) in the QFT circuit and the success rate is further increased to 86.2\%.

To improve statistical significance, we repeated the same experiment five times on different dates. The min, median, and max improvement on the success rate by asserting \( q_3 \) are 15.4\%, 19.6\%, 29.0\%, respectively.

In order to observe the effect of decoherence (in which a \( |1 \rangle \) state devolves into \( |0 \rangle \)), we change the input state to produce an expected output state as \( |1111 \rangle \). After measurement we find that the success rate of QFT without assertion drops to 49.3\% due to decoherence error, and the success rate of QFT with assertion is 60.8\% (an improvement of 23.3\%).
to classical states |0000⟩. As shown in Figure 13, the output of QFT becomes intermediate state of the circuit and the final output is |0000⟩.

Table 4 and Table 5 show the measurement results. As shown in Table 4, the success rate without assertion is 43.4% (=3556/8192). After we enable assertion, the success rate becomes 4961/(4961 + 187 + 1815) = 71.2% (an improvement of 64%). We repeated the same experiment five times on different dates. The min, median and max improvement on the success rate by assertion q1 are 36.4%, 52.8%, 66%, respectively.

Table 4: The results of QFT without assertion on IBM Q

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q1/q2/q3/q4</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>%=(counts/8192)</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>Correct result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x0x</td>
<td>2890</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>Incorrect result with correct q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01x1</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>Incorrect result with incorrect q1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The results of QFT with superposition assertion on IBM Q

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q1/q2/q3/q4</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>%=(counts/8192)</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>4961</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>Correct result with assertion error (false positive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>Incorrect result without assertion error (false negative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01x1</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>Incorrect result with assertion error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1xx0</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>Incorrect results with correct q1 but assertion error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1xx1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>Incorrect results with correct q1 and without assertion error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xx0</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. Quantum Phase Estimation: Asserting for Classical States

As introduced in Section 5, QPE algorithm is used to estimate the phase of a unitary operator U. In our experiment, we implement the modified Lloyd QPE algorithm [19] and enable output state assertions. We change the phase of the unitary operator to produce different output states. The results of 4-qubit QPE are listed in Table 6. We always assert the most significant output bit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output states</th>
<th>Without assertion</th>
<th>With assertion</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0011</td>
<td>47.3%</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0111</td>
<td>44.0%</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1110</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>66.9%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1111</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>58.0%</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The results of 4-qubit QPE algorithm with output state classical assertion on IBM Q

Based on the results we can find that the success rate drops as the number of ones in the output state increases. This is because of the decoherence error, which decays the high-energy state |1⟩ into the low-energy state |0⟩. When we design our assertion circuits, we always set the rule such that the ancilla qubit being |0⟩ means no assertion error. This rule is set to alleviate decoherence error in the assertion circuit. We also find that the success rate of "0011" is lower than "1100" while they have the same number of ones in the output state. This is due to the property difference of the actual qubits. Also some optimizations are performed when the compiler unrolls the circuit to basic gate sets. We find that the circuit generated for output "0011" requires one less U3 gate than the one for output "1100". This also explains that "0011" has higher error rate than "1100".

6.4. Quantum Entanglement Swapping Protocol: Asserting for Bell Pair States

Quantum entanglement swapping protocol [4] is a protocol that swaps the entanglement between two repeater stations. It is an important component for transferring information to distant places. Assume we have three parties, Alice, Bob and Charlie. We consider two pairs of entangled qubits, A − C1, B − C2, where A and B denote the qubits of Alice and Bob, respectively, and C1, C2 are qubits belongs to Charlie. The qubits are entangled by the Bell channel, |00⟩ + |11⟩. After this swapping process, the qubits of Alice and Bob, A and B get entangled. The qubits of Charlie(C1 and C2) also get entangled. We can add entanglement assertion for the Bell pair initialization stage and output stage of the swapping protocol.

![Figure 14: Entanglement swapping protocol with entanglement assertion](image-url)

If A − B, C1 − C2 are entangled after the swapping process, after measurement, the output should be |0000⟩, |0101⟩, |1010⟩ and |1111⟩. In our experiment, the success rate of the swapping protocol is 32.0%. After we enable entanglement assertion for Bell pair initialization stage of q0 and q1, the success rate becomes 29.6%. Because the depth of the initialization stage is low, error is not likely to happen in the initialization stage. So the entanglement assertion we enabled at the initialization stage does not improve the success rate. In contrast, the success rate after asserting the output stage q0 and q2 is 56.2%, much improved compared to the no assertion case.
6.5. Bernstein Vazirani: Asserting for Uniform Superposition States

In this section we use Bernstein Vazirani algorithm [5] as an example to evaluate the effectiveness of deallocated ancilla qubit assertion. In the Bernstein Vazirani algorithm, a black box oracle implements the function \( f_c(x) = x \cdot c \). The algorithm finds hidden string \( c \) with a single evaluation of the function. In the oracle, hidden string \( c \) is encoded with a set of CNOT gates. An ancilla qubit is used to encode the hidden string, and it is in the uniform superposition after deallocation. Therefore, we can apply superposition assertion on this ancilla qubit. Figure 15 shows the code.

```python
q = QuantumRegister(2)
a = QuantumRegister(1)  # one ancilla qubit
c = ClassicalRegister(2)
circuit = QuantumCircuit(q,a,c)
for i in range(2):
    circuit.h(q[i])  # set up the preconditions for 2 qubits
    circuit.x(a[0])
    circuit.h(a[0])  # set up the precondition for ancilla qubit

# Apply the oracle for hidden string 10
for j in range(2):
    if (2 & (1 << j)):
        circuit.cx(q[j], a[0])
    else:
        circuit.iden(q[j])

for k in range(2):
    circuit.h(q[k])

qubitList = [a[0]]  # list of qubits for assertion
phaseDict = {a[0]:[pi/2, 0]}
superposition_assertion(circuit, qubitList, phaseDict, 1)
circuit.measure(q,c)
```

Figure 15: The code for 2-qubit Bernstein Vazirani algorithm and assertion on ancilla qubit.

In our experiment, we change the number of qubits in the Bernstein Vazirani algorithm, and results are shown in Table 7. The hidden strings for 2, 3 and 4-qubit BV algorithm are “10”, “110” and “1110” respectively. As the number of qubits increases, the success rate of the system decreases; however, our proposed assertion circuit consistently improve the success rate after asserting the ancilla qubit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of qubits</th>
<th>Without assertion</th>
<th>With assertion</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The results of Bernstein Vazirani algorithm with ancilla qubit assertion on IBM Q

6.6. Others Benchmarks

We also enable our assertion circuit on other benchmarks. Table 8 shows the success rate of the benchmarks and the improvement of success rate after assertion. For the Toffoli gate, our input state is \(|010\rangle\) and the output state is \(|011\rangle\), we enable classical assertion for \(|q_2\rangle = |0\rangle\). For the 1-qubit adder, the output state is \(|10\rangle\). We enable classical assertion for \(|q_3\rangle = |0\rangle\). The Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [6] determines whether a hidden oracle function is constant or balanced. We assert \(|q_4\rangle = |0\rangle\) which indicates the hidden function is constant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>Without assertion</th>
<th>With assertion</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tofoli gate</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-bit adder</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-bit Deutsch-Jozsa</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: The results of classical assertions on IBM Q

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose quantum circuits to enable dynamic assertions for classical values, entanglement, and superposition. This enables a dynamic debugging primitive, driven by a programmer’s understanding of the correct behavior of the quantum program. We show that besides generating assertion errors, the assertion logic may also force the qubits under test to be into the desired state. Besides debugging, our proposed assertion logic can also be used in noisy intermediate scale quantum (NISQ) systems to filter out erroneous results, as demonstrated on a 20-qubit IBM Q quantum computer. Our proposed assertion circuits have been implemented as functions in the open-source Qiskit tool.
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